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“

Over the past five decades, Cort has

delivered on its strong commitment to build
the best quality guitars possible while providing
the best value. Music holds a profoundly special
place in all of our hearts. It brings hope, joy and
dreams. Cort will continue its firm resolve to
provide musical inspiration to guitar
players all around the world.
Young H. Park

Founder & Chairman of Cort Guitars
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Live Your Dream

#iplaycort
At Cort, our dedication and commitment
is solely focused on you - the Cort player.
Whether you are a novice getting started on the
exciting journey of making music or a seasoned
professional playing on large concert stages, you
create special moments with Cort. Our goal is to
be with you as you make those memorable times
creating and performing music.
For over five decades, Cort has been producing
instruments that have earned accolades and
affection from players and musicians in over 50
countries around the world. We are more focused
than ever on enhancing your music-making
experience so you can continue to grow as a
musician and artist. Whenever the inspiration
strikes or when you simply want to express joy
or sadness, you can count on a Cort guitar to
achieve the level of expression you seek.
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LIMITED EDITION 2020
Roselyn LE

Puzzle LE

OM Cutaway body
Solid Adirondack Spruce top
Solid Rosewood back & sides
Special Designed Rosette
& Side Sound Port
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Gotoh® 510Z Gold tuners

Inspired by arts and crafts of

L.R. Baggs® Anthem

It all started with a carefully crafted

the 19th century Art Nouveau
era, the Roselyn LE is a true
masterpiece that incorporates both
classic and modern aesthetics and
guitar building techniques.
wooden inlay in the center of the guitar

5pcs Mahogany & Walnut neck
Ebony fingerboard
Ebony bridge & bridge pins
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with a portrait of a young woman holding
a rose, and the name Roselyn was born.

SFX Deep body
Solid Adirondack Spruce top
Solid Flamed Maple back & sides
Special Designed Puzzle Inlay & Rosette
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Gotoh® 510Z Gold tuners
L.R. Baggs® Anthem
5pcs Maple & Walnut neck
Ebony fingerboard
Ebony bridge & bridge pins
Sonically Enhanced UV Finish

Gold-Edge LE
The Puzzle LE is a beautifully crafted
guitar that not only looks very unique,
but the tone is quite unique as well due
to its solid flamed maple back and sides,
giving it a brighter tone and appearance.
Inspired by special characteristics of
the puzzle pieces, the headstock and the
rosette puzzle patterns represent the rigid
and tightness of a completed puzzle while
the fretboard shows randomly laid out puzzle
pieces that represents more freedom.

Auditorium Cutaway body
Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce top
Solid Flamed Myrtle wood back & sides
Triple Bevel Cut
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Grover® Vintage tuners
L.R. Baggs® Anthem
Walnut Reinforced neck
Ebony fingerboard
Ebony bridge & bridge pins
Sonically Enhanced UV finish

We are proud to say that the focus and
dedication has expanded to push the limits on
ergonomics and playability. Cort’s decades of
technological advancements and guitar building
knowledge sparked the development of the
‘triple bevel cut’ system, and with the right
amount of angle and depth for each bevel cuts
on three different strategic areas of the guitar
body, acoustic guitar playing has never felt more
comfortable.
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LIMITED EDITION 2019
Seven Stars LE
Grand Auditorium body
Solid Adirondack Spruce top
Solid Flamed Maple back & sides
Zodiac Designed Rosette
& Constellation Inlay
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Gotoh® 510Z Gold tuners
L.R. Baggs® Anthem
Maple(Reinforced) neck
Ebony fingerboard
Ebony bridge & bridge pins
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Abstract LE
The Seven Stars Limited, as its
name implies, features special
constellation and zodiac inlay
work . The Seven Stars Limited
will appeal to the performing
and recording musician as well as
collector-hobbyists who desire to own
unique high-end acoustic instruments.

OM body
Solid Adirondack Spruce top
Solid Hawaiian Koa back & sides
Abstract Art Inlay & Rosette
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Gotoh® 510Z Gold tuners
L.R. Baggs® Anthem
Mahogany(Palaquium) neck
Ebony fingerboard
Ebony bridge & bridge pins
Sonically Enhanced UV Finish

CutCraft LE
Designed, developed and built
with the most serious acoustic
guitar connoisseurs in mind, the
Abstract Limited will also appeal to the
professional performing and recording
artist who seek the best sound and
performance possible. The Abstract Limited
provides the sonic quality and reliable
functionality professionals can depend on.

Small Jumbo body
Solid European Spruce top
Solid Myrtlewood back & sides
Black Double Bevel
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Die-Casting Gold tuners
L.R. Baggs® M80

The thoroughly modern Cut Crafted implements

Mahongany(Palaquium) neck
Ebony fingerboard
Ebony bridge & bridge pins
Sonically Enhanced UV finish

Baggs® M80 pickup, the Cut Craft was specially

cutting-edge acoustic design concepts and ideas
with traditional materials and old-world master
craftsmanship for an acoustic-electric that defies
categorization. Utilizing multi-scale 25.0”-25.5”
scale length, a sound port on the side, body and
cutaway bevel for improved comfort and the L.R.
designed and crafted for maximum performance
with the fingerstyle players in mind.
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GOLD SERIES
Check out the Review from

GOLD-D6

GOLD-A6

GOLD-O6

“

After a month of road

playing acoustic shows, my
Cort feels like an extension of
me. The guitar feels perfect
in my hands. I love hearing
the sound resonating in the
venues, full bodied and a

The Cort Gold was designed with a total focus on

shimmering top. I don't want

sound. This is the best acoustic guitar that we have ever

the shows the end, just want

built. You will hear the difference with your first strum.

to keep playing all night.

That great tone you hear is a culmination of many
meticulous details and superior craftsmanship.

Ron "Bumblefoot" Thal

GOLD 6
Gold-D6 Dreadnought
Gold-A6 Auditorium Cutaway
Gold-O6 OM

”

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce top
Solid Mahogany back & sides
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Fishman® Flex Blend on Gold-A6
Mahogany neck
Macassar Ebony fingerboard
Macassar Ebony bridge
Ebony bridge pins
Photo by Wayne Herrschaft
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GOLD CRAFTSMANSHIP

NECK PROFILE

HAND-ROLLED FRET EDGE TREATMENT

DOUBLELOCK NECK JOINT

Our innovative neck profiles add
comfort and playability to all of our
instruments. You will notice extra
details like the rounded fingerboard
edge. The neck has the comfortable feel
of a lovingly played vintage instrument,
broken in to fit just right in your hands.

The shaping and treatment of a guitar’s frets have a big
impact on comfort and performance. While most guitar
makers simply bevel the frets at each end, we use a
hand-rolled method to round the edges of the frets on
our Gold series guitars and make them ultra-comfortable.
This special detail involves much more time and requires
skilled craftsmanship.

The connection between a guitar’s neck and body is
a key factor for great sound. Our DoubleLock neck
joint starts with a tight fitting traditional dovetail
neck joint. We then reinforce it by adding a
bolt. This maximizes the transfer of tone and
enhances the resonance of the guitar.
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SONICALLY ENHANCED UV FINISH
We use a special UV finishing process that is thinner and
designed to be less constrictive on the instrument. This high-tech
finish is strong enough to be resistant to scratches but lightweight
enough to improve the natural acoustic resonance of the body for
a full, rich tone. This beautiful gloss finish contributes to the sonic
excellence of our Cort guitars.

TORREFACTION
A vintage instrument is the holy grail of acoustic guitar tone. The wood on the top
cures and opens up more and more over time. This unleashes a tonal quality that
is missing in new instruments — until now. Using a special torrefaction process
that we call ATV (Aged To Vintage) we treat the top wood to give it that big and
open tone of a decades-old, highly-sought-after acoustic. This torrefaction
process delivers that amazing vintage tone to you right out of the box.

STANDARD FINISH
SONICALLY ENHANCED UV FINISH

GUITAR TOP SURFACE
GUITAR BODY
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GOLD 8
The Gold 8 guitars feature the
same great tone of the Gold 6,
but with a few quality upgrades.
The Gold 8s feature Pau Ferro
back and sides, an Ebony
fingerboard, more elaborate
inlays, and an additional color
option: light burst.
Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce top
Solid Pau Ferro back & sides
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Fishman® Flex Blend on Gold-A8
Mahogany neck
Ebony fingerboard & bridge
Ebony bridge pins

Gold-A8 Auditorium Cutaway
Gold-O8 OM
Gold-D8 Dreadnought
Natural glossy
Light burst
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GOLD NYLON
The very first GOLD series
Classical guitar with top-tier
woods, materials, technology,
and craftmanship.
Cort's modern take on the oldest
form of guitar, the GOLDOC8 Nylon is built with Solid
Engelmann Spruce for rich
and full midrange.

Torrefied Solid Engelmann Spruce top
Solid Pau Ferro back & sides
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Fishman® Flex Blend
Mahogany neck
Ebony fingerboard & bridge
Ebony bridge pins
Savarez® Crystal Corum Strings

Gold-OC8 Nylon
Natural glossy
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GOLD-P6
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GOLD-P8

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce top
Solid Mahogany back & sides
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Deep body depth 93㎜ * 112㎜
(3 21/32" * 4 13/32")

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce top
Solid Pau Ferro back & sides
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Deep body depth 93㎜ * 112㎜
(3 21/32" * 4 13/32")

Mahogany neck
Macassar Ebony fingerboard
Macassar Ebony bridge
Ebony bridge pins

Mahogany neck
Ebony fingerboard
Ebony bridge
Ebony bridge pins

GOLD-OC6

Gold MINI F

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce top
Solid Mahogany back & sides
Genuine bone nut & saddle
43mm(1 11/16”) nut width

Torrefied Solid Adirondack Spruce top
Solid Mahogany back & sides
Genuine bone nut & saddle
579mm(22.8 inch scale)
43mm(1 11/16”) nut width
Fishman® Flex Preamp

Mahogany neck
Macassar Ebony fingerboard
Macassar Ebony bridge
Ebony bridge pins

Mahogany neck
Macassar Ebony fingerboard
Macassar Ebony bridge
Ebony bridge pins
Non-EQ Gold mini Available
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MAKING CORT

BLENDING HANDCRAFTING TECHNIQUES WITH PRECISION TECHNOLOGY
As one of the world's largest guitars builders, Cort implements a blend of delicate handcrafting techniques with
precision technology construction to produce great acoustic guitars. Every Cort acoustic guitar is carefully crafted in
Cort's own factory where every aspect is considered and every detail is important. For over 50 years, Cort has been
evolving and perfecting the art of guitar building.

LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY
Modern state-of-the-art technology is used to achieve
unprecedented consistency and precision, allowing
for tight tolerances and the best results in many key
guitar-crafting processes.
17

DELICATE HANDCRAFTING
TECHNIQUES
For many processes, the secret to building a
great instrument is in the handcrafting. The
Cort craftsmen have decades of guitar building
experience that you can feel and hear on every
Cort guitar.

FINISHING TOUCHES
After the hundreds of important steps in crafting a
great acoustic guitar, the final steps are the most
critical. Details like fret dressing, a great setup and a
full inspection are key to why Cort guitars are revered
globally.
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GA5F-ZR(NAT) / GA10F(NS) / GA5F-PF(NAT)

GRAND REGAL
SERIES
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GRAND
REGAL
SERIES
Grand Regal guitars offer
the comfort of a slightly
smaller body, but without any
compromise in sound. Our
craftsmen saw to that with the
perfect combination of wood,
bracing, and building methods
to optimize the Grand Regal.
The integrated Fishman®
system amplifies the Grand
Regal’s focused tone and a
special sonically-enhanced thin
finish lets it right out clearly and
faithfully.

GA-MEDX M
Mahogany top
Mahogany back & sides
Cort® CE306T EQ
Die-cast tuners with Black knob
Merbau fingerboard & bridge
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GA5F-FMH
Solid Flamed Mahogany top
Flamed Mahogany back & sides
Fishman® Presys EQ
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Sonically enhanced UV finish
1 3/4" nut for improved fingerpicking
Ebony bridge pins
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GA10F
Solid European Spruce top
Solid Mahogany back
Fishman® Ink Body EQ with Body Sensor
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Grover® tuners
Mahogany sides
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard & bridge

GA5F
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Fishman® Presys EQ
Genuine bone
nut & saddle
Sonically Enhanced
UV Finish
1 3/4" nut for improved
fingerpicking
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GA5F-BW
GA-QF
Figured Maple top
Mahogany back & sides
Fishman® Isys T EQ
Graph Tech® Nubone XB
nut & saddle
Merbau fingerboard
Merbau bridge

See more guitars at CortGuitars.com/grandregal

Solid Red Cedar top
Blackwood back & sides
Fishman® Presys EQ
Genuine bone nut & saddle
1 3/4" nut for improved fingerpicking
Ebony bridge pins
Natural satin finish

Check out the Review from
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A comfortable armrest, Bevel Cut, this ergonomic
feature is built into the guitar body to offer a more
relaxed and rewarding playing experience. This is a
set of player-friendly touches like a new beveled
cutaway and a armrest for an unmatched blend
of sound and feel.
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Earth Bevel Cut
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Dreadnought body shape
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard & bridge
Open Pore finish

LUCE Bevel Cut
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
OM body shape
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard & bridge
Open Pore finish
26

GRAND REGAL
BEVEL
27

This Bevel collection gives alternative back and sides body wood which are Myrtlewood and Pau Ferro.
Myrtlewood’s musical character is a marriage of rosewood, mahogany and maple – balanced and alive
with bass, mid and treble sound, Pau Ferro exhibits characteristics of Rosewood, Ebony and Maple with a
powerful fundamental sound and subdued overtones. An arched back is much responsive, more resonance
and has more sustain.

GA-MY Bevel

GA-PF Bevel

Solid Sitka Spruce top
Myrtlewood back & sides
L.R. Baggs EAT VTC EQ

Solid Sitka Spruce top
Pau Ferro back & sides
L.R. Baggs EAT VTC EQ

Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard & bridge
Sonically enhanced UV finish

Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard & bridge
Sonically enhanced UV finish

L.R. BAGGS® PREAMP

MYRTLEWOOD

Known for its natural sound, the L.R. Baggs® system is elegantly

Oregon Myrtle, also known as California Bay Laurel or Pepperwood,

simple with only Volume and Tone controls. The guitar’s solid top

ranges in color from blonde-yellow to taupe and makes very nice guitars.

and back’s acoustic resonance is fully picked up by the preamp

No two sets look alike, thus each guitar built is an original! Tonally it is

and conveyed in a totally transparent manner to an amplifier or

similar to Maple, clear and bright with nice projection, but it is much

the PA system.

easier to bend than Maple.
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FRANK
GAMBALE
LUXE
S I G N AT U R E
G U I TA R

World-renowned guitarist Frank Gambale knows exactly what he
wants. After playing guitar for over 50 years, he had a long wish list
of design ideas to make the perfect acoustic guitar. The Luxe model
is a collaboration between Frank and Cort that brought his ideas to
life. The difference is in the details.

“

THOUGHTS FROM FRANK GAMBALE

SMALL BODY, BIG TONE

In my 50 plus years of playing, I have discovered that a small body can
yield a big tone. We developed the right combination of woods, bracing
and construction to hit a real tonal sweet spot.

ART DECO STYLING
I am also a BIG fan of the Art Deco period so I wanted to incorporate some
design cues from that period. You will see that on the headstock, the inlay, and
the soundhole rosette. I designed each myself based on design ideas from that
period that inspired me.

AUSTRALIAN FLAMED BLACKWOOD BACK & SIDES
I wanted something that would sonically achieve my goals, but also be something
special. I was hoping to have something Australian on the instrument since I was
born and raised there. The Cort team showed me a wood called Australian
Flamed Blackwood….wow, it was so beautiful. It is very reminiscent of
Hawaiian Koa and it sounds great. That was the perfect fit for Luxe.
Learn more at CortLuxe.com

LUXE
Solid Adirondack Spruce top
Flamed Blackwood back & sides
L.R. Baggs® EAS-VTC EQ
Extra low action
Mahogany neck
Ebony fingerboard & bridge
Sonically enhanced UV finish

Check out the Review from
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LITTLE CJ
SERIES
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To address the growing interest in small size guitars,
Cort® has developed these new downsized acoustic
guitar models with their desires and needs in mind. Due
to the compromises that are inherent when downsizing
the guitar in such areas as volume, pitch stability, and
the bass response, an arched back is utilized to enhance
these critical areas of the guitar's overall performance.
For live usage purposes, Fishman® Presys II, a 2-band
piezo/preamp system with phase notch and tuner is
standard on these instruments.

LITTLE CJ
Solid Sitka Spruce top · Mahogany back & sides

LITTLE CJ Blackwood
Solid Blackwood top · Blackwood back & sides

LITTLE CJ Walnut
Solid Sitka Spruce top · Walnut back & sides

3/4 sized Jumbo body shape
Fishman Presys II EQ
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard & bridge
Open Gear machine heads
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PURSUING PERFECTION
Producing great instruments that inspire you as a player and support your creativity is our priority at Cort.
For over five decades we have worked relentlessly to improve our instruments, considering each detail.
The advancements that this pursuit has driven are too numerous to all name here, but there are a few
things that will help you understand why when you play one of our acoustics that it brings out your best.

NECK JOINT

HAND-ROLLED
FRET EDGE TREATMENT

SCOOPED
BRIDGE

ACCURATELY MILLED
NECK PROFILE

The shaping and treatment of a guitar’s
frets have a big impact on comfort
and performance. Most guitar makers
simply bevel the frets at each end
to “finish” them. Boutique acoustic
builders, however, use a method to
dress their frets to make them round
and ultra-comfortable. On select Cort
models, we offer this enhancement
typically reserved for much higher
priced instruments. The process
involves many more processes and
requires skilled craftsmanship. Check
out these hand rolled frets on our Gold
Series.

The scooped bridge on our acoustic
guitars increases the string angle
from the saddle to the body. This
results in greater string energy that
is transferred to the body, which
improves sustain, enhances dynamics,
and delivers a more powerful sound.
With the decrease in wood material
on the bridge, this bridge design also
enhances the vibration of the top to
produce a bigger and fuller sound. It
is this level of attention to detail that
assures your Cort guitar is something
very special.

We wanted to assure that every time
you pick up a Cort acoustic that you
would notice the great feel of the neck.
Producing a great neck starts with the
shape. We have developed comfortable
dimensions and shapes to optimize
playability. To assure consistency, we
use state-of-the-art CNC machines to
accurately mill each and every neck.
Each neck is carefully finished by skilled
craftsmen who have a dedication and
passion for building some of the best
acoustic guitars in the world.
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The neck joint where the body and the neck come together is a
critical area on an acoustic guitar. The joint needs to be set at the
correct angle and remain stable for many years in various climates.
The neck angle also affects the string tension and thus influences
the volume and sustain of the instrument. Due to its tremendous
importance, the Cort team has put a special focus on this area.
For our steel-string acoustic guitars, we adopted a traditional
dovetail joint. We put our best effort into what we believe
produced the best sound as well as constructional stability. You
can hear and feel the difference in how the sound projects on your
Cort acoustic and the inherent sustain.
We use CNC machines to ensure the most precise and seamless
joint possible between the body and the neck. This automation
delivers a tighter fit and more exacting tolerance than can be
achieved by hand. This perfect fit maximizes the performance of
the dovetail joint while further enhancing the tonal charactristics
of the guitar.

After Torrefaction

Before Torrefaction

TOP TORREFACTION

BRACING

Vintage guitars command a premium due to their unique tone. The fact is that solid tops on acoustic guitars sound
better over time. With time they “open up” and start producing that warm yet lively sound that “breathes”. Up until
recently you could only get this tone with an old guitar.

The bracing on an acoustic guitar must provide structural stability while also
being flexible enough to allow the top to vibrate. At Cort, we have developed
bracing patterns and building methods that deliver the perfect balance
between stability and great sonic performance.

With our commitment to tone, we were never happy to just wait for our guitars to eventually sound their very best.
For many years we have experimented with options to get this vintage tone in a new instrument. We studied the
cellular structures of the woods on old vintage guitars and researched a way to make the woods on the tops of our
new instruments to replicate that. Through this effort we developed a process that we call ATV (Aged To Vintage).
This is a complex process of treating the wood for a top well before it is used to create a great instrument. These
select top tone woods are placed in an oxygen-free vacuum chamber that is heated to a specific temperature for an
exact length of time. Tops that are treated with this process have a noticeably more open sound with a sweeter top
end and deeper low end, something that you would only expect to hear in a prized vintage guitar.

SONICALLY-ENHANCED THIN UV FINISH
The clear finish on an acoustic guitar protects the instrument from the elements and reduces wear-and-tear, but
too often it also adversely impacts instrument performance. The common finish is thick and greatly constricts the
instrument, reducing sustain and volume. We have developed a complete process to offer the best finish possible
on all Cort acoustics. The core of our process is a UV finishing method. Our UV finish is about 30% thinner than
standard finishes and this allows the wood to “breathe” and vibrate more freely.
This process requires a shorter drying time and reduces chemical interaction between the finish and the woods,
which is ideal for your instrument’s longevity. Due to the much shorter drying time and the lack of Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOC) in the UV finish material, it is also an environmentally friendly process. The hardness of the
finish is very resistant to scratches and dents and is also almost completely devoid of any harmful chemicals.

SOUNDHOLE REINFORCEMENT

Our bracing design extends its reach to include the soundhole and fingerboard
area. This approach delivers a smoother tone as well as increased stability.

X-BRACE DESIGN

Our engineers have spent many years of research and development evolving
our bracing patterns. When you strum a Cort, you can hear this effort, as
each vibrates to its fullest. Our X-brace design has been optimized through
thoughtful placement and dimensions. We increase performance with our
scalloping approach, delivering a full and rich sound with an ideal balance
between the bass, midrange, and treble.

BRIDGE PLATE

The details of the area just below an acoustic guitar bridge are also critical
to performance. We use a maple bridge plate, which we found delivered
maximum stability and enhanced tone. We also focused on the tone bars that
are the key structural elements of this area, developing our own placement
and approach for great performance.
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EARTH
SERIES

EARTH70(OP)
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EARTH
SERIES
The Earth Series has been
Cort's most representative
and beloved line of acoustic
guitars for over 20 years.
Developed initially to
produce great sound and
ease of playability without
compromise in a solid top
dreadnought acoustic, the
Earth Series has evolved to
include a travel size minidreadnought and 7/8 size
dreadnought for children as
well as pro-quality full-size
dreadnought acoustic guitars
to satisfy guitar players and
music lovers of all ages and
levels of proficiency.
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EARTH100
With its solid Sitka Spruce top and Mahogany back & sides, the Earth100 provides a big, bold, vintage
acoustic guitar tone. Thanks to a special ultra-thin UV finish, these great tone woods are allowed to
perform without the typical limitation of thick finishes. Select from four great color options.

Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Multiple abalone rosette
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard
Ovangkol bridge

Earth100 NAT
Natural glossy
Earth100 NS
Natural satin
Earth100 SB
Sunburst
Earth100 BK
Black

“

Cort makes guitars that

are beautiful and powerful
and the easiest to play of
any I have tried.
Bombino

Photo by Christian Sebis

”
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EARTH70
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard
Ovangkol bridge
Earth70 NT
Natural gloss top
Earth70 OP
Open pore
Earth70 BR
Brown

EARTH200F ATV
The Earth200F ATV was created especially for the most discerning player. The
heart of its amazing tone is its Sitka Spruce top. This hand-selected solid top
is specially treated with a process called torrefaction to transform it in a way
that allows it to sound and vibrate like a vintage top. We matched this premium
upgrade with other fine tone woods like an Ebony fingerboard, Pau Ferro back &
sides, Fishman® Sonitone Pickup and upgraded Grover® tuners.

If you are ready for the responsiveness
of a top-of-the-line acoustic guitar, the
Earth200ATV is the one for you.
Torrefied solid Sitka Spruce top
Pau Ferro back & sides
Ebony fingerboard
Semi-gloss finish
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Mahogany neck
Ebony bridge & bridge pins
Grover® vintage tuners

EARTH MINI
Travel-friendly 3/4 size
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Mahogany neck
Open pore finish
Gig bag included
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MR710F(NAT)

MR

SERIES
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MR
SERIES

Check out the Review from

The MR Series was created for the player
who wants a traditional acoustic guitar
sonic-profile but with the modern
touches of a cutaway and integrated
electronics. Each MR Series guitar
starts with a classic dreadnought
body with a Venetian cutaway.
This combination retains the
big acoustic tone while still
delivering increased access
and comfort. Then, each
instrument is crafted

MR710F

with built-in Fishman®
electronics for active
amplification
that is ready for
live or studio
playing.
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Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Fishman® Presys EQ
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Abalone rosette
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard & bridge
Sonically enhanced UV finish

MR710F NAT
Natural glossy

MR710F BK
Black

MR710F NS
Natural satin

MR710F SB
Sunburst

MR600F
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Fishman® Isys+ EQ
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard
Ovangkol bridge
MR600F NAT
Natural glossy
MR600F NS
Natural satin

MR500E
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
CE304T 3-band EQ
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard
Ovangkol bridge

MR500E NT
Natural gloss top
MR500E OP
Open pore
MR500E BR
Brown

THE
SHAPE
OF
SOUND
The shape and size of the
body on an acoustic guitar
has a critical impact on the
instrument’s sonic sweetspot. We offer a wide
assortment of shapes to
ensure that we can offer
you the guitar that does
exactly what you
need tonally.

ORIGINAL
SHAPES
Cort has designed multiple original body
shapes over the years, including the
popular NDX and SFX shapes, to help
guitarists harness the particular sound
and playing style that inspires them.

50 YEARS
Cort has over 50 years of experience
crafting millions of guitars. Not only
has Cort evolved technically but
also in accumulating a very broad
range of knowledge about woods,
craftsmanship, music and the artists
and players who play our guitars. We
are committed to continue building on
that experience and knowledge.

VARIETY
From the booming dreadnought to the
more intimate parlor, Cort offers over
twelve tried-and-true body shapes for
guitarists to choose from.
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JUMBO

DREADNOUGHT

NDX

AUDITORIUM

Body depth: 3 15/16" - 4 15/16" (100-125mm)

Body depth: 3 15/16" - 4 15/16" (100-125mm)

Body depth: 3 15/16" - 4 15/16" (100-125mm)

Body depth: 3 11/16" - 4 7/16" (93-112mm)

Our largest body shape, the Jumbo is loud and
delivers deep, rich low-end. The Jumbo body is
very responsive to the touch and has exceptional
sustain. Beyond its emphasized bass, the Jumbo
exhibits an excellent dynamic range.

Considered the “standard” in acoustic guitar body shapes,
dreadnought achieved its status based on performance. This
shape delivers big volume with a clear sound with powerful
low-end, rich midrange, and lush highs. The dreadnought
remains popular today, especially for flatpick styles.

Deeper than the typical cutaway, the
NDX delivers a strong low-end and
superb dynamics. The depth is the
same as a traditional dreadnought
and its Florentine cutaway gives you
added fingerboard access.

The Auditorium body shape is a more modern
shape, evolved from the classic dreadnought
style. Its narrowed waist and upper body make
it naturally balanced and ideal for most playing
styles. This is the ideal choice if you want
articulate performance and defined midrange.

SFX

OM

CONCERT

CLASSICAL

PARLOR

Body depth: 3 1/4" - 3 1/4" (83-83mm)

Body depth: 3 1/4" - 4 1/8" (82-104mm)

Body depth: 3 9/16" - 4 3/16" (91-106mm)

Body depth: 3 15/16" - 4 1/8" (100-105mm)

Body depth: 3 9/16" - 4 3/16" (91-106mm)

Designed by the Cort team, the SFX
was created to be the perfect acousticelectric. We gave it a deep cutaway for
more access to the upper frets. With its
wide lower bout, narrow waist and slim
depth, the SFX has a focused midrange
and sparkling highs, making it a brighter
sounding body shape.

With its smaller body size the OM is
comfortable to hold, while delivering
a balanced sound that showcases
refined overtones and clear string
separation that works perfectly with
fingerstyle playing.

Smaller than a traditional
dreadnought, the Concert body
shape delivers a sonic profile with
focused and punchy midrange
and brilliant highs. The Concert
is responsive and ideal for
fingerstyle enthusiasts.

A body shape that has withstood
the test of time, the Classical shape
is ideal for these nylon stringed
instruments. The tonal balance and
performance are traditional, giving
you exactly what you want in a
Classical guitar.

The smallest of standard body shapes,
the Parlor was designed for playing in
small rooms. Although it's not a loud
guitar, the sound is clear with a brilliant
yet sweet high-end. The Parlor's sonic
character is similar to a Classical guitar
with a strong emphasis on treble tone.
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L200ATV(SG)

LUCE
SERIES
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L200F ATV

LUCE
SERIES
The Luce Series is our vision
of alternatives to the popular
dreadnought shape, offering smaller
body size shapes like OM, Concert
and Parlor that are easier to hold
and play while providing a more
balanced and brighter sound.
Luce guitars blend classic
vintage looks with modern
size to give you the
best of both worlds in
perfect harmony.
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The L200F ATV is specially designed to compliment the skill and
technique of a fingerstyle player with a wider nut and the balanced
sound of a OM body shape. Emphasizing sound above all else, the
L200F ATV features quality tone woods and a Torrefied Aged-toVintage top finished with a semi-gloss for a luxurious look that
is smooth to the touch.
Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce top
Pau Ferro back & sides
Ebony fingerboard
Fishman® Sonitone Pickup
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Grover® vintage tuners
Ebony bridge & pins
1 3/4” nut for improved
fingerpicking

AGED TO
VINTAGE TOP
A vintage instrument is the holy grail
of acoustic guitar tone. The wood on
the top cures and opens up more over
time. This unleashes a tonal quality
that is missing in new instruments —
until now. Using a special torrefaction
process that we call ATV (Aged To
Vintage), we treat the solid Sitka
Spruce top to give it that big and open
tone of a decades-old, highly-soughtafter acoustic right out of the box.
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“

SOLID MAHOGANY

My Cort Luce has the perfect warm

Although darker sounding than
Spruce, Mahogany produces a
warmer tone with a full, rich
midrange.

and controlled sound I need to get the best

”

L450C

Damien McFly

Singer & songwriter

Solid Mahogany top
Solid Mahogany back
Mahogany sides
Open pore finish
Mahogany neck
Multiple abalone rosette
Ovangkol fingerboard & bridge
L450CL, is available with
L.R. Baggs® EAS-VTC EQ

Photo by Silvia dalle Carbonare

out of an acoustic performance.

Check out the Review from

L300V
Solid Adirondack Spruce top
with Adirondack bracing
Solid Mahogany back
Mahogany sides
Genuine bone nut & saddle
Grover® vintage tuners
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard & bridge
Sonically enhanced UV finish
1 3/4" nut for improved fingerpicking
L300VF, is available with
Fishman® Sonitone EQ
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THE
LUCE
L100’S
With a solid Sitka Spruce top and
Mahogany back & sides, each
L100 guitar packs a tone-filled
punch in a sleek small package.
These entry level models to the
Luce Series provide an option for
every type of player: the versatile
L100C concert body ideal for
fingerstyle as well as solo singlenote playing; the L100F for
players seeking a comfortable
performance-ready acoustic; and
the L100-O – an OM solution
ideal for fingerstyle players.

L100C
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany
back & sides
Concert body
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard
Ovangkol bridge
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L100F
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Fishman® Isys+ EQ
Super folk body
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard
Ovangkol bridge

L100-O
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
OM body
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard
Ovangkol bridge
1 3/4" nut for improved
fingerpicking
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EVOROSE

COLLECTION

The new L150F, Earth 80 and MR720F are, respectively,
upgraded versions of the L100F, Earth 70 and MR710F
and were developed after the enactment of the CITES
regulation to substitute Rosewood with the alternative
wood material we call EvoRose. A compound of three
different layers of environmentally friendly woods,
EvoRose imparts the luxurious look and feel of Rosewood
while providing a deep rich organic tone.

MR720F
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Evorose back & sides
Fishman Presys II EQ
Dreadnought cutaway body shape
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard & bridge
Open Gear machine heads
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EARTH80
L150F
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Evorose back & sides
Fishman Presys II EQ
Super Folk body shape

Solid Sitka Spruce top
Evorose back & sides
Dreadnought body shape
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard & bridge
Die-Casting machine heads

Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard & bridge
Die-Casting machine heads
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NDX20(BK)

NDX
SERIES
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NDX
SERIES
The NDX was designed to
be a superb live performance
acoustic guitar. The Cort
team developed the shape
to provide maximum
access to the high frets
and a comfortable feel. The
extra-deep body delivers
a big tone and Fishman®
electronics assure a great
amplified sound.

NDX
BARITONE
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Solid Mahogany back
Mahogany sides
27" scale
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard & bridge
Fishman® Presys Blend EQ with internal microphone

Today’s music showcases a higher diversity of
tuning and sometimes that means getting low. The
NDX Baritone was designed to accommodate those
low tunings.
The top is solid Sitka Spruce and the back has been
upgraded with solid Mahogany. All of this is on an
NDX body, which delivers access to the full arsenal
of frets. You can also amplify your performance
thanks to the Fishman® Presys Blend.

ADVANCED
SCALLOPED
X BRACING
The NDX Baritone’s top soundboard
features a carefully engineered
scalloped X bracing to maximize
resonance as well as balance over
the guitar’s extended sonic range.
Learn more about bracing on page 24.
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NDX20
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Fishman® Presys EQ
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard & bridge
Sonically enhanced UV finish
NDX20 NAT
Natural glossy
NDX20 BK
Black
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“

Cort makes very high-quality guitars

that I always enjoy playing. Their acoustic
guitars are world-class.

NDX50
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Pau Ferro back & sides
Fishman® Presys Blend EQ
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard
Ovangkol bridge

Vieux Farka Touré

”
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SFX-E(NS) / SFX-E(3TSS) / AF30

SFX
SERIES
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SFX
SERIES
Created for players who are not bound to tradition, the SFX
Series explores new realms for comfort and performance.
Our vision of a modern acoustic-electric has a slim body with

SFX-E
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
CE304T 3-band EQ
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard
Ovangkol bridge

an aggressive cutaway. We added a V-shaped neck profile for

SFX1F
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Arched back
Fishman® Isys+ EQ
Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard
Ovangkol bridge

enhanced playability and speed. The arched back featured on
select SFX models provides those guitars a sound that is far
bigger than their slim bodies would have you expect. Plug in
and turn it up with integrated Fishman® electronics.

SFX1F NS
Natural satin
SFX1F BK
Black

SFX-E NS
Natural satin
SFX-E 3TSS
3 tone satin sunburst
SFX-E BKS
Black satin
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SFX-AB
SFX-DAO
Dao top
Dao back & sides
Cort® CE304T 3-band EQ

Ash Burl top
Ash Burl back & sides
Cort® CE304T 3-band EQ
Mahogany neck
Laurel fingerboard
Laurel bridge

Mahogany neck
Merbau fingerboard
Merbau bridge
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TOP WOODS
SITKA SPRUCE
Sitka Spruce is the most common and traditional tonewood used for tops on acoustic guitars due to its
rigidity and superb strength-to-weight ratio. This characteristic provides very dynamic sensitivity as well
as a sound that is rich in harmonic overtones and allows the top to handle powerful strumming as well as
delicate fingerpicking. The versatility of Sitka Spruce makes it ideal for various musical genres and styles
but is especially well suited for flatpicking due to its focused sound and projection. Visually, the grains of
this wood are uniform and have a wide range of colors.

THE
TONE
OF
WOOD

ENGELMANN SPRUCE
Often used for tops on classical guitars, Engelmann Spruce has denser grains and is brighter in color than
Sitka Spruce. Compared to Sitka Spruce, it is also lighter weight which produces a smoother low-end with
a rich and full midrange. The abundance of harmonics makes it ideal for classical guitarists and steel-string
fingerpicking stylists who put a high value on subtlety and sensitivity over powerful projection.

ADIRONDACK SPRUCE
Sometimes referred to as Red Spruce, the Adirondack Spruce is the most rigid type of Spruce and this
character allows for the construction of a thinner top on the guitars. The thinner top produces more
vibrational energy and greater resonance for a very full, rich and loud sound with powerful projection.
Although similar to Sitka Spruce in sonic character, it produces a more defined and richer sound that gives
it a reputation as the greatest tone wood for steel-string acoustic guitars. Visually, the grains are darker
and spread further apart than other types of Spruce.

While there are many details that
determine an acoustic guitar's
sonic profile, the two most
important factors are the body
shape and body wood. Each type
of body wood carries its own

EUROPEAN SPRUCE
Like Engelmann Spruce, European Spruce is often used on classical guitars and has similar characteristics
both visually and sonically. This being said, European Spruce has more rigidity and responsiveness for
a more defined and powerful sound as well as producing the sounds of different body shapes more
accurately, making it ideal for all playing styles and musical genres.

unique tonal properties, and the
natural aesthetics of these woods
can make a guitar almost as
inspiring to look at as it is to play.
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WESTERN RED CEDAR
Compared to the various species of Spruce, Cedar wood is softer and has less density for a very responsive
feel and an open sound. Tonally, it is darker than Spruce and has a strong and rich midrange for warm
fundamentals and bright overtones. Cedar can get loud with even light picking attack and touch, making
it ideal for fingerstyle and classical guitar players. It also pairs exceptionally well with various other woods
used for back and sides, allowing its own sonic characteristics to come through with authority and clarity.

BACK & SIDES WOODS
MAHOGANY

ZIRICOTE

Along with Rosewood, Mahogany is the most commonly used wood for acoustic
guitar back and sides. Compared to Rosewood, Mahogany is slightly less responsive
with shorter sustain but has a stronger emphasis on the midrange which produces
its characteristic “woody” sound with plenty of punch. Visually, Mahogany imparts a
warm look while, tonally, it provides a bright yet warm midrange without too many
overtones. Due to its distinctive sonic character, Mahogany is also used as a top
wood to complement Mahogany back and sides.

Ziricote has a look that is comparable to Brazilian Rosewood
in its color and grain patterns and is generally heavier and
denser than most Rosewood species. Tonally, it is similar to
Striped Ebony and has a bright character with deep low-end.
This sonic quality makes it ideal for use on both classical and
steel-string acoustic guitars, but it's known to be a difficult
wood to work on.

PAU FERRO
Also referred to as Bolivian Rosewood, Santos Rosewood, and Morado, Pau Ferro
sometimes exudes an exotic look with its colorful mixture of brown, yellow and
black in its figuring from a relatively smaller sized lumber. Due to its higher density
and weight relative to Rosewood, Pau Ferro produces a quick transient attack with
a dry yet bright tone and an emphasis on the treble side of the sonic spectrum. The
responsiveness of Pau Ferro suits a variety of body shapes and different top woods
exceptionally well to produce a wide range of sounds.

MAPLE
Available in various highly-figured types such as Quilted, Flamed, and Birdseye, Maple
has a bright color which makes it ideal for applying various finish colors. Due to its
stiffness and high damping character, Maple has a transparent sonic quality compared
to other woods used for back and sides. Generally bright and clear, Maple produces a
refreshingly brilliant sound with a fast responsiveness not found on other woods.

KOA
With its striking grain patterns and colorful good looks, Koa wood is coveted not only
for its beauty but also for its unique sonic character. Often compared to Mahogany
for its strong midrange, Koa exhibits more brilliance with a stronger emphasis on
treble. Slow in its aging process, once Koa is properly cured it produces a distinctive
mix of lush midrange with a sweet treble that makes it ideal for ukuleles as well as
tops on top-of-the-line acoustic guitars.

BLACKWOOD
A native wood of Australia and a member of the Acacia species, Blackwood is also
commonly called Tasmanian Blackwood and has been compared to Hawaiian Koa.
Featuring looks reminiscent of Koa, Blackwood produces a dry yet warm midrange
which can be described as an ideal sonic mix of Rosewood and Mahogany.

FINGERBOARD &
BRIDGE WOODS
EBONY
The most traditional wood used for fingerboards on a variety
of stringed instruments, Ebony’s high density makes it ideal
for transfer of vibrational energy with a high damping factor.
Sensitive to changes in humidity, Ebony requires some amount
of care when used for the fingerboard and bridge. Compared to
Rosewood, Ebony produces a drier and brighter tone.

MACASSAR EBONY
Compared to the more commonly used Black Ebony, Macassar
Ebony is distinguished by its mix of bright and dark colors and
is also referred to as Striped Ebony. Exhibiting less damping
factor than Black Ebony, Macassar Ebony produces a strong
balanced sound and is also used for the back and sides on
acoustic guitars for an exotic look.

OVANGKOL
Ovangkol has tonal characteristics that are similar to Rosewood
and displays a colorful mix of gold and brown with relatively
straight grains. Due to its superb and versatile sonic character
it has also become a popular wood for back and sides.
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PLAY SMARTER
NOT HARDER

EASYPLAY

COLLECTION

EASIER TO FRET
Custom action setup and shorter scale
length reduce string tension and make
the strings easier to press.

THE IDEAL INSTRUMENT FOR
BEGINNING GUITARISTS
We asked guitarists what their biggest
obstacle was while learning to play.
Answers ranged from difficulty learning
complex hand mechanics to painful
fingertips to overall instrument size,
weight, and cost. We took these
problems to our builders and design
team and challenged them to find

EASIER TO CHORD
The distance between frets is reduced
just enough to help you better reach
and master each and every chord.

a total-guitar solution. There are
no shortcuts to success when
learning to play guitar, but there
are a few things that make the
journey a little easier, and we
included them all in our new
EasyPlay guitars. When
you're learning guitar, play
smarter, not harder.

EASIER TO HOLD
A specially designed neck profile and
slimmer body provide maximum comfort
and a more even tone.
Learn more at CortEasyPlay.com
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AF505
Concert body
Spruce top
24.75" scale
Mahogany back & sides
Light gauge coated string
42mm nut width

EARTH50
7/8 Dreadnought body
Solid Sitka Spruce top
24.75" scale
Mahogany back & sides
Light gauge coated string
43mm nut width
Scalloped traditional X-bracing
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STANDARD
SERIES

AD810(OP)
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STANDARD
SERIES
The Cort Standard Series is our oldest acoustic
guitar series. The Standard Series delivers great
value along with the sound and performance
that you are seeking. Each model in this diverse
line uses a carefully selected combination of
woods, design attributes, and construction to
deliver a great instrument.

AD890CF
Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Fishman® Isys T EQ
Graph Tech® Nubone
XB nut & saddle
Mahogany neck
Merbau fingerboard
Merbau bridge
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AD890CF

AD810
Spruce top
Mahogany
back & sides
Coated strings
Mahogany neck
Merbau fingerboard
& bridge
Open pore finish

AD880CE
Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Tiger acrylic rosette & purfling
CE304T 3-band EQ
Mahogany neck
Merbau fingerboard & bridge
Coated strings

AD880CE NAT
Natural glossy
AD880CE NS
Natural Satin

AD810 OP
Open pore
AD810 BKS
Black satin

AD880CE BK
Black
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AP550M
Mahogany top
Mahogany back & sides
Mahogany neck
Merbau fingerboard & bridge
Open pore finish
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AF510
Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Coated strings
Mahogany neck
Merbau fingerboard & bridge
Open pore finish

AF515CE
Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
CE304T 3-band EQ
Mahogany neck
Merbau fingerboard & bridge
Open pore finish

AF510 OP
Open pore
AF510 BKS
Black satin
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JADE
SERIES
Using a smaller classical-size body, the
Jade Series was developed with
a particular group of players in mind –
female musicians. With its distinctive
and special colors, the Jade Series not
only looks pretty, but delivers a great
balanced sound and easier playability
with a thinner neck and deeper cutaway
for experienced players and beginners
alike.

Jade Classic
Mahogany top
Mahogany back & sides
Cort® CE304T EQ
1 21/32" nut width

24.75" scale
Laurel fingerboard & bridge
Perloid pickguard & headstock
Vintage tuners
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Jade 1E
Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Cort® CE304T EQ
1 11/16" nut width

25.3" scale
Laurel fingerboard & bridge
Die-Cast tuners

Pearloid pickguard & headstock
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ACOUSTIC
BASSES
Built from the ground up to be a real bass
- not just a bass version of an acoustic
guitar - the Cort acoustic basses
were developed with the serious
bass players in mind. The extradeep body delivers a big warm
tone with great volume while
being articulate and defined.
The integrated Fishman®
electronics provides faithful
reproduction of the natural
acoustic character of the
bass as well as flexibility
for both the studio and
stage.

AB590MF
Mahogany top
Mahogany back & sides
Fishman Isys Plus EQ
24.75" Scale
Mahogany neck
Merbau fingerboard & bridge
Black Open Pore finish
Gig Bag included
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AB850F
Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Fishman® ISYS+ EQ
Acoustic Bass Jumbo deep body
Mahogany neck
34" scale
AB850F NAT
Natural
AB850F BK
Black

full bodied tone of this bass

SJB5F

which can be likened to that of

Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Fishman® ISYS+ EQ
Hipshot® Ultralite tuners
Acoustic Bass Jumbo deep body
Mahogany neck
34" scale
SJB5F NS
Natural satin

“

The highly responsive and

SJB5F BK
Black

a stand up double bass, makes
this the perfect instrument
for me when I’m playing light
acoustic music.
Pete Trewavas
Marillion

”
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CLASSIC
SERIES
The unique tonal character and
increased dynamic range of a nylon
string guitar can unlock amazing
creative and expressive potential.
Today’s players are pushing the
envelope of what a classical guitar can
do. For this reason Cort has developed
a wide range of models in our popular
Classic Series.

CEC5
Solid Red Cedar top
Slim body shape
Fishman® ISYS+ EQ
Mahogany back & sides
1 3/4" nut for
improved fingerpicking
25.3" scale for reduced
string tension
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CEC
CLASSICS
Our CEC instruments are a
modern take on a classical guitar.
The advanced fan bracing, slim
body, thinner nut width, comfort
cutaway, and integrated Fishman®
electronics make this a stageready nylon string.

“

When I played the Cort AC

I was immediately impressed because it is very easy to play, has

CEC3
Solid Sitka Spruce top
Slim body shape
CE304T 3-band EQ
Mahogany back & sides
1 3/4" nut for
improved fingerpicking
25.3" scale for reduced
string tension

a very nice neck and is an agile
instrument. The acoustic sound
when used with the microphone
in front is very natural and without those usual annoying bass
frequencies that must always be
cut in the mixing phase.
Alessio Menconi

”

Photo by Roberto Centamore
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AC
CLASSICS
Carefully following time-proven
building techniques and designs,
our AC models are traditional
nylon-string classical guitars.

AC160CFTL
Spruce top
Macassar Ebony
back & sides
Thinline classical body
Fishman® Isys+ EQ
Adjustable trussrod
2 1/16" nut for
improved traditional
classical guitar playing
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DOWNSIZED CLASSICS
Our smaller sized AC acoustics are perfect for children,
beginners, and even accomplished players who prefer a
more compact body shape that still delivers great tone
in a travel-sized package.

AC200

AC100

Solid Sitka Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Traditional classical guitar

Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Traditional classical guitar

Mahogany neck
Ovangkol fingerboard
Ovangkol bridge

Open pore finish
Merbau fingerboard
Merbau bridge

Spruce top
Mahogany back & sides
Open pore finish
Mahogany neck
Merbau fingerboard
Merbau bridge

AC70

3/4 size
classical guitar

AC50

1/2 size
classical guitar
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AMPS &
ACCESSORIES
Cort uses quality materials to craft great accessories.

1

AF60 AMPLIFIER

4

60 Watts
Two 8" woofers and 1" tweeter
4-Band graphic equalizer

Polyester
1080mm(42 5/8") x 47mm(1 7/8")
5

2

AF30 AMPLIFIER
30 Watts
One 8" woofer and 1" tweeter
4-Band graphic equalizer

3

CORT GIG BAG
1080mm(42 5/8") x 430mm(17")
5mm(3/16”) interior padding
Front and bottom pockets
Padded backpack straps

CORT STRAP

CORT CABLE
Length: 3m(9.5') / 4.5m(15')
Plug type: 2 straight plugs
Colors: black, red, blue, natural

6

E310C CLIP-ON TUNER
Precision: +/- 1 cent
Power: 3V
Dimension: 34mm x 37mm x 48mm
(1 3/8" x 1 1/2" x 1 7/8")
Weight: 25g
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SPECIFICATIONS
SERIES

GOLD SERIES

GRAND
REGAL

BODY SHAPE

TOP

BACK

SIDES

FINGERBOARD

NUT &
SADDLE

TUNERS

SCALE

NUT
WIDTH

ELECTRONICS

Gold-A6

Auditorium

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce

Solid Mahogany

Solid Mahogany

Macassar Ebony

Genuine bone

Grover® Open Gear gold

25.3”

1 3/4”

Fishman® Flex Blend

Gold-D6

Dreadnought

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce

Solid Mahogany

Solid Mahogany

Macassar Ebony

Genuine bone

Grover® Open Gear gold

25.3”

1 11/16”

Gold-O6

OM

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce

Solid Mahogany

Solid Mahogany

Macassar Ebony

Genuine bone

Grover® Open Gear gold

25.3”

1 3/4”

Gold-A8

Auditorium

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce

Solid Pau Ferro

Solid Pau Ferro

Ebony

Genuine bone

Grover® Open Gear gold

25.3”

1 3/4”

Gold-D8

Dreadnought

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce

Solid Pau Ferro

Solid Pau Ferro

Ebony

Genuine bone

Grover® Open Gear gold

25.3”

1 11/16”

Gold-O8

OM

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce

Solid Pau Ferro

Solid Pau Ferro

Ebony

Genuine bone

Grover® Open Gear gold

25.3”

1 3/4”

Gold-P6

Parlor

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce

Solid Mahogany

Solid Mahogany

Macassar Ebony

Genuine bone

Grover® Open Gear gold

25.3"

1 3/4"

Gold-P8

Parlor

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce

Solid Pau Ferro

Solid Pau Ferro

Ebony

Genuine bone

Grover® Open Gear gold

25.3"

1 3/4"

Gold-OC6

OM Cutaway

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce

Solid Mahogany

Solid Mahogany

Macassar Ebony

Genuine bone

Grover® Open Gear gold

25.3"

1 11/16"

Gold-OC8 Nylon

OM Cutaway

Torrefied Solid Engelmann Spruce

Solid Pau Ferro

Solid Pau Ferro

Ebony

Genuine bone

Classical Style

25.6"

1 7/8"

Gold Mini-F

3/4 Dreadnought

Torrefied Solid Adirondack Spruce

Solid Mahogany

Solid Mahogany

Macassar Ebony

Genuine bone

Grover® Open Gear gold

22.8"

1 11/16"

Fishman® Flex

GA10F

Grand Auditorium

Solid European Sitka Spruce

Solid Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Die-cast chrome

25.3”

1 11/16”

Fishman® Inkbody

GA5F

Grand Auditorium

Solid Sitka Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Die-cast chrome

25.3”

1 3/4”

Fishman® Presys

GA5F-BW

Grand Auditorium

Solid Sitka Spruce

Blackwood

Blackwood

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Die-cast chrome

25.3”

1 3/4”

Fishman® Presys

GA5F-FMH

Grand Auditorium

Solid Flamed Mahogany

Flamed Mahogany

Flamed Mahogany

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Die-cast chrome

25.3”

1 3/4”

Fishman® Presys

GA-MEDX M

Grand Auditorium

Mahogany

Mahogany

Mahogany

Merbau

PPS

Die-cast chrome

25.5”

1 3/4”

Cort® CE306T EQ

GA-QF

Grand Auditorium

Figured Maple

Mahogany

Mahogany

Laurel

Graph Tech®
Nubone XB

Die-cast chrome

25.5”

1 3/4”

Fishman® Presys I

Fishman® Flex Blend

Fishman® Flex Blend

GA-MY Bevel

Grand Auditorium

Solid Stike Spruce

Myrtlewood

Myrtlewood

Ovangkol

Genuine Bone

Die-cast chrome w/ Black Buttons

25.3"

1 11/16"

LR Baggs® EAS-VTC

BEVEL CUT
COLLECTION

GA-PF Bevel

Grand Auditorium

Solid Stike Spruce

Pau Ferro

Pau Ferro

Ovangkol

Genuine Bone

Die-cast chrome w/ Black Buttons

25.3"

1 11/16"

LR Baggs® EAS-VTC

Earth Bevel Cut

Dreadnought

Solid Stike Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

PPS

Die-cast chrome

25.3"

1 11/16"

Luce Bevel Cut

OM

Solid Stike Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

PPS

Die-cast chrome

25.3"

1 11/16"

ARTIST
SIGNATURE

Luxe

OM cutaway

Solid Adirondack Spruce

Flamed Blackwood

Flamed Blackwood

Ebony

Graph Tech®
Black TUSQ

Die-cast gold

25.3”

1 11/16”

LR Baggs® EAS-VTC

Little CJ

3/4 Jumbo

Solid Sitka Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

Genuine Bone

Vintage Open Gear

23.5"

1 11/16"

Fishman® Presys II

Little CJ Walnut

3/4 Jumbo

Solid Sitka Spruce

Walnut

Walnut

Ovangkol

Genuine Bone

Vintage Open Gear

23.5"

1 11/16"

Fishman® Presys II

Little CJ Blackwood

3/4 Jumbo

Solid Blackwood

Blackwood

Blackwood

Ovangkol

Genuine Bone

Vintage Open Gear

23.5"

1 11/16"

Fishman® Presys II

Earth200F ATV

Dreadnought

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce

Rosewood

Rosewood

Ebony

Genuine bone

Grover® Vintage

25.3”

1 11/16”

Fishman® Sonitone

Earth100

Dreadnought

Solid Sitka Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Die-cast chrome w/ Black Buttons

25.3”

1 11/16”

Earth70

Dreadnought

Solid Sitka Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

PPS

Die-cast chrome

25.3”

1 11/16”

Earth mini

3/4 Dreadnought

Solid Sitka Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Die-cast chrome w/ Black Buttons

22.8”

1 11/16”

MR710F

Dreadnought cutaway

Solid Sitka Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Die-cast chrome

25.3”

1 11/16”

Fishman® Presys

MR600F

Dreadnought cutaway

Solid Sitka Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

PPS

Die-cast chrome

25.3”

1 11/16”

Fishman® Presys II

MR500E

Dreadnought cutaway

Solid Sitka Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

PPS

Die-cast chrome

25.3”

1 11/16”

Cort® CE304T

LITTLE CJ
SERIES

EARTH

MR
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PRODUCT

SERIES
EASYPLAY

EVOROSE

LUCE

NDX

SFX

STANDARD

JADE

BASS

CLASSIC

PRODUCT

BODY SHAPE

TOP

BACK

SIDES

FINGERBOARD

NUT &
SADDLE

TUNERS

SCALE

NUT
WIDTH

Earth50

7/8 Dreadnought

Solid Sitka Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

PPS

Die-cast chrome

24.75”

1 11/16”

ELECTRONICS

AF505

Concert

Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Merbau

PPS

Die-cast chrome

24.75”

1 21/32”

MR720F

Dreadnought Cutaway

Solid Sitka Spruce

EvoRose

EvoRose

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Vintage Open Gear

25.3"

1 11/16"

Fishman® Presys

L150F

Super Folk

Solid Sitka Spruce

EvoRose

EvoRose

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Die-cast chrome w/ Black Buttons

25.3"

1 11/16"

Fishman® Presys II

Earth80

Dreadnought

Solid Sitka Spruce

EvoRose

EvoRose

Ovangkol

PPS

Vintage Open Gear

25.3"

1 11/16"

L450C

Concert

Solid Mahogany

Solid Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Die-cast chrome w/ Black Buttons

25.3”

1 11/16”

L300V

OM

Solid Adirondack Spruce

Solid Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Grover® Open Gear nickel

25.3”

1 3/4”

L200F ATV

OM

Torrefied Solid Sitka Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Grover® Open Gear nickel

25.3”

1 3/4”

L100C

Concert

Solid Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

PPS

Die-cast chrome w/ Black Buttons

25.3”

1 11/16”

L100F

Super Follk

Solid Sitka Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

PPS

Die-cast chrome w/ Black Buttons

25.3”

1 11/16”

L100-O

OM

Solid Sitka Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

PPS

Die-cast chrome

25.3”

1 3/4”

NDX50

NDX

Solid Sitka Spruce

Pau Ferro

Pau Ferro

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Grover® Open Gear nickel
w/ Black Buttons

25.3”

1 11/16”

Fishman® Presys Blend

NDX Baritone

NDX

Solid Sitka Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Grover® Open Gear nickel
w/ Black Buttons

27”

1 3/4”

Fishman® Presys Blend

NDX20

NDX

Solid Sitka Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Grover® Open Gear nickel
w/ Black Buttons

25.3”

1 11/16”

Fishman® Presys

SFX1F

SFX

Solid Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

PPS

Die-cast chrome w/ Black Buttons

25.3”

1 11/16”

Fishman® Presys II

SFX-E

SFX

Solid Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

PPS

Die-cast chrome w/ Black Buttons

25.3”

1 11/16”

Cort® CE304T

SFX-Dao

SFX

Dao

Dao

Dao

Laurel

PPS

Die-cast chrome

25.5”

1 11/16”

Cort® CE304T

SFX-AB

SFX

Ash Burl

Ash Burl

Ash Burl

Laurel

PPS

Die-cast chrome

25.5”

1 11/16”

Cort® CE304T

AD890CF

Dreadnought cutaway

Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Laurel

Graph Tech®
Nubone XB

Die-cast chrome

25.5”

1 11/16”

Fishman® Isys T

AD880CE

Dreadnought cutaway

Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Laurel

PPS

Die-cast chrome

25.5”

1 11/16”

Cort® CE304T

AD810

Dreadnought

Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Merbau

PPS

Die-cast chrome

25.5”

1 11/16”

AP550M

Palor

Mahogany

Mahogany

Mahogany

Laurel

PPS

Classical Style

25.5”

1 3/4”

AF515CE

Concert cutaway

Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Merbau

PPS

Die-cast chrome

25.5”

1 11/16”

AF510

Concert

Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Merbau

PPS

Die-cast chrome

25.5”

1 11/16”

Jade Classic

Classical Cutaway

Mahogany

Mahogany

Mahogany

Laurel

PPS

Vintage tuners

24.75”

1 21/32”

Jade 1E

Classical Cutaway

Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Laurel

PPS

Die-cast chorme

25.3”

1 11/16”

Cort® CE304T

SJB5F

Jumbo Cutaway

Solid Sitka Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

Genuine bone

Die-cast chrome

34”

1 11/16”

Fishman® Presys II

AB850F

Jumbo Cutaway

Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Laurel

PPS

Die-cast chrome

34"

1 11/16"

Fishman® Presys II

AB590MF

Concert

Mahogany

Mahogany

Mahogany

Laurel

PPS

Die-cast chrome

24.75"

1 11/16"

Fishman® Presys II

CEC5

SFX

Solid Red Cedar

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

PPS

Classical Style tuners

25.3”

1 3/4”

Fishman® Presys

CEC3

SFX

Solid Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

PPS

Classical Style tuners

25.3”

1 3/4”

Cort® CE304T

AC200

Classical

Solid Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Ovangkol

Urea

Classical Style tuners

25.6”

2 1/16”

AC160CFTL

Thinline Classical

Spruce

Macassar Ebony

Macassar Ebony

Laurel

Urea

Classical Style tuners

25.6”

2 1/16”

AC100

Classical

Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Merbau

Urea

Classical Style tuners

25.5”

2 1/16”

AC70

3/4 Classical

Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Merbau

PPS

Classical Style tuners

22.8”

1 3/4”

AC50

1/2 Classical

Spruce

Mahogany

Mahogany

Merbau

PPS

Classical Style tuners

21”

1 3/4”

See the full collection of Cort Acoustics at CortGuitars.com
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All information within this catalog is believed to be accurate, however, specifications are subject to change without notice

